Host Tim says:
Gryphon has been docked at SB 78 for several hours.  Pez was turned over to station security.

Host Tim says:
<<<Begin Mission 10004,16, Shore Leave>>>

CEO_Taylor says:
@::Taylor takes a last look at ME, a tissue in hand:: Kint: I can't stand this flu anymore! Especially now that I'm going on the SB for R&R!

XO_Loren says:
::on SB::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::standing on the bridge:: TO: Are you ready? ::straightens her uniform::

TO_KTral says:
@::on bridge at TAC::

CNS_Cook says:
@::in office listing to some classical music before going to the SB::

CMO_OMallory says:
::heads over to the holosuite area::

EO_MacLeod says:
@::on ME, chatting with CEO and Chief Kint::

TO_KTral says:
@CO: Ready.

CEO_Taylor says:
@<Kint>::gives him a hypo-spray:: CEO: This should help you...

XO_Loren says:
::arranges delivery of supplies for Gryphon::

TO_KTral says:
@CO: Ready.

Pez says:
::in the VAdm's office, enjoying the commodities of a nice seat and an amicable environment, for a change::

EO_MacLeod says:
@CEO: Are you going to SB already?

CEO_Taylor says:
@Kint: Thanks old pal...

CMO_OMallory says:
::walks over to control panel, punches in code for use and enters::

CNS_Cook says:
@*XO* I was wondering if I could join you I have some time before I have to go to the seminars.  You are going skiing right?

XO_Loren says:
::coordinates R & R rotations::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@::motions for Lt. on the bridge to take over and heads for the TL:: TO: Let go.

CEO_Taylor says:
@EO: Unless you have an objection, yes...

XO_Loren says:
*CNS* Certainly.

TO_KTral says:
@::Follows CO::

CEO_Taylor says:
@::takes Kint's hypo::

EO_MacLeod says:
@CEO: I'll be here for a while, and finish the schedule of repairs with Kint, if you don't mind.

CMO_OMallory says:
Computer: I want to see Ireland, Shannon...early evening.

Host CO_Spencer says:
@:;rides the TB lift:: TO: Relax. ::sees him looking strained:: TO: It is only an informal hearing.

CSO_Vortak says:
@::in quarters, preparing to meet Derrick on the SB::

CEO_Taylor says:
@EO: That's fine by me, just don't be too long, you need some rest...

CMO_OMallory says:
::sees homeland come alive::

EO_MacLeod says:
@::shows to Kint a padd with some more repairs to do::

TO_KTral says:
@::takes a deep breath and lets it go::

XO_Loren says:
*CNS* Donnie, I would welcome your accompanying me skiing.  Q'eranna would like to go, too.

CMO_OMallory says:
Self:  Home...

CNS_Cook says:
@*XO* Ok give me a minute and I will be joining you.

CSO_Vortak says:
@::just finished reading his message saying he would be a little late::

EO_MacLeod says:
@::smiles to CEO:: CEO: Don't worry...  You still have to pay me a beer.... ::laughs::

Host CO_Spencer says:
@:;moves out of the TL and towards the docking doors:: TO: Better.. let the air out. ::smiles at herself::

XO_Loren says:
<::Derrick is pacing back and forth, awaiting his bride::>

CEO_Taylor says:
@<Kint>EO: Sounds good, let's do it...

CNS_Cook says:
@::picks up a PADD and is on his why::

CMO_OMallory says:
::begins to walk around, looking at the sights of home::

Pez says:
::raises his glass, that the Admiral was so kind to pour for him, and grins:: VADM: To you, even for a woman, you seem somebody one can talk to.

XO_Loren says:
*CNS* Fine. Take your time.

Pez says:
::drowns comments about Captain Spencer as he empties his glass::

CSO_Vortak says:
@::leaves quarters, pats Xena::  Xena: Yes I'm anxious to see him too.

CEO_Taylor says:
@EO: Looking forward to it... see ya.. ::leaves ME for the SB::.

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Gives grim smile to Pez:: Pez: Thank you.

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::prepares to leave his station behind for some rest on the SB::

CMO_OMallory says:
::stops an sits on a bench near the roadside::

CEO_Taylor says:
@::Bumps into CSO::

CEO_Taylor says:
@CSO: Hi Q'eranna ::smiles:: going to the SB?

CSO_Vortak says:
@ CEO: Hi Lieutenant.

XO_Loren says:
*CIV* Dr. McMurdo, do you wish to accompany Donnie, Q'eranna, and myself on the SB?

CSO_Vortak says:
@CEO: Yes, I am.  Derrick is meeting me down there.  Are you going too?

CMO_OMallory says:
::in the distant, he sees someone walking up the road::

Pez says:
::thinks the lady is indeed delightful::


Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Waits not too patiently for Spencer and her TO.  Getting tired of this Ferengi.::

CEO_Taylor says:
@CSO: Yes, may I walk with you?

XO_Loren says:
<Derrick is holding a package for Q'eranna>

TO_KTral says:
@CO: How much of a problem do you think Pez will be?

CIV_Ian says:
@*XO* I am sorry Commander, but I have an appointment to meet someone on the SB... perhaps once my appointment is complete, we can meet.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::moving into the Foyer of Sva'ts:: Desk Sergeant: Captain Spencer and Ensign K'tral to see Admiral Svat.

Pez says:
::wonders if Svat would caress his lobes::

CMO_OMallory says:
::as the person gets closer, it looks like someone very familiar::

EO_MacLeod says:
@CEO: Okay... ::turns back to Kint:: Kint: I'll prepare a list with the last repairs to do.  Wait for my return, okay?

CSO_Vortak says:
@CEO: Sure.  ::enters turbolift with Taylor::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
<Sgt.> CO: You may enter ma'am.

CEO_Taylor says:
@<Kint> EO: Sure...

XO_Loren says:
*CIV* Very well.  Let me know.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods at him, looking at TO... moves in::

CNS_Cook says:
::arrives on the SB:: XO:  You know where I can leave my supply list? ::holds a PADD::

TO_KTral says:
::Straightens out uniform::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::enters turbolift::

XO_Loren says:
*CIV* Just make sure you enjoy yourself.  Captain's orders.

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Looks up as hatch opens and sighs with relief::

CIV_Ian says:
@*XO* I will do so, CDR.  McMurdo out

EO_MacLeod says:
@::turns back to his station, preparing the list::

CMO_OMallory says:
Self:: Julia?

Pez says:
::turns as the door opens, and grimaces at the CO and the TO::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: Admiral Svat. ::stands at attention::

CSO_Vortak says:
::watches CEO join her on turbolift::  TL: TR1

XO_Loren says:
*CNS* Yes. Thank you.  ::takes the PADD::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
CO: Captain Spencer, at ease, at ease....please sit.

TO_KTral says:
::also standing at attention::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::Nods at Pez:: Pez: Pez.

CEO_Taylor says:
@CSO: So, what are you going to do while in the SB?

CIV_Ian says:
@::heads out of his quarters to the SB...  makes sure that Tesla is following along behind him::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::motions to a chair::

Pez says:
::nods back at Spencer, his back straight::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::moves and sits.. her hands in her lap::

CNS_Cook says:
*XO* Ok, thanks.

CMO_OMallory says:
::he stands to look at her approaching, wearing the dress she did on our last day together::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Looks at TO:: TO: You too Ensign.

EO_MacLeod says:
@::gets it ready, moves to Kint:: Kint: Here is.  Any problem, contact me. ::smiles and moves toward TL::

XO_Loren says:
::arranges remainder of supplies to be transported or transferred to the ship::

TO_KTral says:
::Moves to another chair and sits at attention::

CMO_OMallory says:
::begins to walk quickly to her::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::gives K'tral a reassuring smile::

CSO_Vortak says:
@CEO: Well, it's been over three months since I have seen my husband, so I imagine we'll be spending some time together.  And Loren is joining us for a little skiing later.  I would think he would be scared to after Derrick ran over him the last time.

CEO_Taylor says:
@<Kint>::Begins to work::

EO_MacLeod says:
@::enters TL:: TR1.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::finger traces the outline of the padd in her hands::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::wonders if he should help the SB crew open those containers::

CEO_Taylor says:
@::laughs:: CSO: If you don't mind, I'd like to join you, I love skiing...

CMO_OMallory says:
::comes up to her and gives her a hug::  Julia...

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Looks at Pez, then to Spencer:: CO: Captain,  Mr. Pez here...believes....ah...well, that your crew was a little aggressive with him.

XO_Loren says:
CNS: Shall we see what skiing facilities are available?  After that, I will attend the seminar with you, if that is OK with you.

Pez says:
::thinks those too look too smiley... shakes his head, what will relations between species come to?::

TO_KTral says:
::maintains posture::

EO_MacLeod says:
@::arrives on TR1, encounters CEO and CSO chatting::

CIV_Ian says:
@::leaves the Gryphon for SB 78....  his associate should be on the rec level, in a bar called Simone's, so he heads that way::

CSO_Vortak says:
@ CEO: Sure.  I think the counselor will be joining us too.  I have a great Colorado ski program.


Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: I am sure he does Sir… ::looks at Pez::  … We were… I felt it necessary.

Pez says:
VADM: A little? They dragged me around without respect, and she ::points:: threatened to have me gagged when I expressed my complaints!

CMO_OMallory says:
::looks into her face, remembering every detail::

CSO_Vortak says:
@::they arrive at the TR::

CEO_Taylor says:
@CSO: Can't wait! ::grins::

CNS_Cook says:
XO: Ok lets go.

CEO_Taylor says:
@::They both arrive in TR1::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::neither a look of denial or agreement is given at Pez::

CMO_OMallory says:
::they begin to walk hand and hand down the stone road::

XO_Loren says:
::as CNS and XO walk, they encounter Derrick::

EO_MacLeod says:
@::nods to CEO and CSO:: CSO: Ma'am...

Host VAmd_Svat says:
CO: I see.  I've explained to him that the circumstances were a little, ah, shall we say tense.

CSO_Vortak says:
@CEO: Let's get going! ::stands on transporter pad, wondering if the CEO notices how anxious she is::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::stirs in her chair:: Svat: Yes.. Sir.. Tense to say the least.

CSO_Vortak says:
@::nods to EO::

Pez says:
::humphs and crosses his arms and legs, not too easy for him since his feet don't reach the floor, but in the end he manages::

EO_MacLeod says:
@CEO,CSO: So, are we going to party? ::smiles::

Pez says:
VADM: They treated me as if I were the enemy, not the one asking for help!

CEO_Taylor says:
@EO: Good day, ensign... We're going skiing...

XO_Loren says:
::greets Derrick, who obviously has something else - someone else - on his mind::

CSO_Vortak says:
@EO: Well, first we are going to the SB::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::waiting for her chance to speak::

CSO_Vortak says:
@CEO, EO: Come on now, I have got to get down to the SB.

CEO_Taylor says:
@Chief: Energize, chief...

CIV_Ian says:
::approaches Simon's, wondering what this meeting might be about::

CNS_Cook says:
Derrick:  I am Counselor Cook. It is nice to meet you, I have heard a lot about you.

EO_MacLeod says:
@CEO,CSO:  So, let's go. ::enter transporter pad

CEO_Taylor says:
::materializes on the SB::

CSO_Vortak says:
::CSO Vortak materializes on SB:: 

Host VAmd_Svat says:
CO: ::Nods and gives a tight smile to Pez:: Now, perhaps Captain, we could accept that there may have been a misunderstanding.

EO_MacLeod says:
::materializes::

CMO_OMallory says:
::as they walk, to the right is an old pub 'Malley' that they ate at on their date::

XO_Loren says:
CNS: How much time do we have before the seminar?

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Gives August a "special" look to calm down::

CEO_Taylor says:
@<Kint> SB EOs: Alright people, you got your assignments, you've got one day... let's go!

CMO_OMallory says:
Julia: Shall we?  ::she smiles and nods::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: A misunderstanding yes, possible. If we had, had though Mr Pez's full disclosure on the situation at the start. There would have been no misunderstanding.  ::looks square at Pez::

CNS_Cook says:
XO:  We have plenty of time 5 hours or we can always go tomorrow.  They are having many sessions.

XO_Loren says:
CNS: Thank you.

CIV_Ian says:
::enters the bar and takes a seat in one of the booths...  places a green PADD on the tabletop as a recognition signal as Tesla sits down beside him::

CSO_Vortak says:
::sees Derrick (and two other people that might be Loren and Donnie, but she doesn't really notice them::

Pez says:
CO: I was just rescued from a sure death... you sure didn't expect me not to be confused?

EO_MacLeod says:
::looks around::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Inclines head toward Pez:: All: Yes, that would have been helpful.

CMO_OMallory says:
::they walk in and many are talking and drinking, with an Irish band playing in the background::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Looks at Spencer and TO and raises brow::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: My Tactical department was only following my orders in a red alert situation… I take full responsibility for their actions.

CEO_Taylor says:
::arrives beside XO and CNS:: XO,CNS: Gentlemen...

XO_Loren says:
<Derrick>:: sees Q'eranna and embraces her wildly and gives her a passionate kiss::

CNS_Cook says:
CEO:  Hello, just getting off the ship?

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Gives a quick smile to the TO:: CO: Captain, I understand.

EO_MacLeod says:
::following CEO, nods to XO and CNS::

CSO_Vortak says:
Derrick:  Hi! ::hugs him back and melts into his passionate embrace::

XO_Loren says:
::greets CEO and EO::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: Thank you sir.

Pez says:
VADM: You wouldn't have felt different in my position... about to die, all your goods about to be lost, big part of them stolen with the loss of latinum that implies... ::gives the Admiral the puppy-eye treatment::

CMO_OMallory says:
::looks around and then heads for the bar::  Bartender: 2 Guinness’s please.

CEO_Taylor says:
CNS: Yes, what a pleasure...

Host VAmd_Svat says:
Pez: Yes yes, I understand...now about your cargo...

CSO_Vortak says:
::after several moments of losing herself in him she realizes that she is in a very public place and pushes him away, gently::

EO_MacLeod says:
::smiles::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::holds back rolling her eyes at Pez::

Pez says:
CO: And I am sure your position was not easy, but remember your ship fired something against my shuttle and disabled it... ::theatrical gesture:: But I know you didn't mean to.

XO_Loren says:
CEO, CNS, EO: Gentlemen, perhaps we should .....  continue on our way?

CIV_Ian says:
::after a few minutes a tall brunette walks up to the booth and sits down across from Ian::  <woman>: How good to see you again, Mr. Jones...  would you mind if I joined you?

CNS_Cook says:
CEO,EO:  How are the repairs going?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::sits up in her chair:: Svat: Yes the cargo..

CMO_OMallory says:
::takes the beer and heads back to Julia::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Looks down at the data on her desk::

CSO_Vortak says:
Derrick: ::whispers:: Later... ::her eyes twinkle::

XO_Loren says:
<Derrick catches himself and greets the other officers>

Pez says:
All: It's all I have left... those pirates stole the rest!!!

TO_KTral says:
::Whispers to CO:: CO: I bet he still knows more than he is letting on.

CMO_OMallory says:
::she takes the drink and takes a sip::

CNS_Cook says:
::looks back at the two holding each other:: XO:  Yes maybe you are right. ::smiles::

EO_MacLeod says:
::awaits CEO to talk, after all, he's the superior::

CEO_Taylor says:
::is distracted by CSO's kiss:: CNS: ... ... ... hmm.... ... ... .... .... .... good .... Kint got the details.... ..... ..... ...........

Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods yes at TO, and waits for Svat to tell them what it was::

CIV_Ian says:
::looks at the woman and glances at Tesla, who nods slightly::

CMO_OMallory says:
::he takes a big sip and can only smiles at Julia as the music plays::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Smiles at reading the invoice::

CSO_Vortak says:
CNS, XO, CEO, EO: Donnie, Taylor, Mauro, this is my husband Derrick.

XO_Loren says:
::starts to leave::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::sinking feeling.. she has seen that smile on Svat's face before::

CNS_Cook says:
::turns to Vortak and Derrick::

CSO_Vortak says:
Derrick: You know Loren, remember you broke his leg.

XO_Loren says:
::comes back and greets Derrick:: You have quite a wife, sir.

CIV_Ian says:
Ms. Smith: Why, Ms. Smith, what a surprise...  I was hoping that I would run into you here during this stop-over.  Please, join me ::smiles::

EO_MacLeod says:
::nods to Derrick:: Derrick: My pleasure.

CSO_Vortak says:
::still slightly flushed::

Pez says:
:::clears his throat:::

CEO_Taylor says:
::shakes Derrick's hand:: Derrick: A pleasure...

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Smothers a chuckle and looks up at Pez::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks at Pez::

Pez says:
CO: As I told the Admiral here, I transported a priceless cargo...

XO_Loren says:
CSO: Yes, well, my leg is fine now.

TO_KTral says:
::looks at Pez::

CNS_Cook says:
::shakes Derricks hand:: I have heard much about you ::looks at the CSO and grins::

CMO_OMallory says:
Julia: I think someone needs a dance.  ::takes her hand and begins to dance to the music::

CSO_Vortak says:
XO:  And you are ready to try it again, right?  Taylor has asked to join us, if you don't mind.

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: What is it Jane.. ? The suspense.. ::sighs::

Pez says:
CO: I will make sure you get a sample for your personal use, Captain. ::smiles as winningly as a Ferengi can:: And you too Admiral. ::looks at K'Tral:: TO: Not you.

XO_Loren says:
<Derrick> CNS: I have heard much about you - all good.

CEO_Taylor says:
::hopes they won't::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Waves at August and smiles::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::rubs her temple::

CSO_Vortak says:
All: Derrick is a news reporter for Starfleet, that's why he is gone so much.

XO_Loren says:
<Derrick> CEO, EO: I have also heard about you two gentlemen  - again, all good.  ::smiles::

EO_MacLeod says:
::watches the conversation, interested::

CNS_Cook says:
Derrick:  That is good to hear, I thought for a moment my secrets were getting out.

Pez says:
All: Priceless... ::dreamy eyes:: bottles of liquid onion and garlic. You have to pay their weight in latinum if you're to buy them.

CEO_Taylor says:
::smiles back::

CMO_OMallory says:
::hand in hand, they dance and sing to the music::


TO_KTral says:
::gives a dirty look to Pez for pronouncing his name wrong::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Chokes and covers mouth::

CNS_Cook says:
Derrick:  A news reporter.  What are some of the things you have written about?

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: Onions and garlic? ::feels her blood pressure rise::

XO_Loren says:
CEO, EO, CNS: This is all off the record.  ::smiles::

EO_MacLeod says:
::surprises with Derrick's comment:: Derrick: Ahn... Thanks.. ::smiles::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
Pez: Yes, ::snickers:: I see....

Pez says:
::nods:: CO: There's a fortune in those boxes... and another in the bottles the Orions took and didn't pay for!!!

XO_Loren says:
<Derrick>CEO, CNS, EO: I heard you kept the ship together.

TO_KTral says:
:: can't believe we wasted our time on onions and garlic::

CMO_OMallory says:
::as they dance, he can't help but steal a kiss from her::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Glances at August...with a more to come look::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: Not that it matters what Pirates steal.. but you.. ::face is turning red:: You had  us.. Onions and garlic?  For Onio.... ::groans::

CSO_Vortak says:
::put her arm through Derrick's::

CIV_Ian says:
::Ian and Ms Smith engage in some meaningless banter for several minutes, talking about past meetings and what they are up to at the moment...  if a Gryphon crewmember were nearby, he/she would wonder what Ian was talking about as nothing he has mentioned has anything to do with the Gryphon or even SF::

EO_MacLeod says:
Derrick: Well, we try to...

CNS_Cook says:
Derrick:  I just sit at OPS didn’t really do much.

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Leans back in chair::


Pez says:
CO: They were going to kill me!!!! They begged to take those luxury items to their base... then they didn't want to pay and they wanted to kill me!!!

CMO_OMallory says:
::soon after, he suddenly stops dancing::  Self: This isn't right...

XO_Loren says:
<Derrick> CNS: I am sure you are being modest.

CSO_Vortak says:
CNS: Don't sell yourself short, counselor, you do very important work for us... when you aren't trying to blow up consoles on alien ships.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::hopes Jane keeps that Vodka nearby::

XO_Loren says:
::Derrick remembers he has a package for his wife.::<Derrick> CSO: Here is something for you.

EO_MacLeod says:
::smiles with CSO comments::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
Pez: Yes, well, you and we all know that those items weren't all they were interested in.

CEO_Taylor says:
::laughs at Vortak's comment::

CMO_OMallory says:
Computer: End projection of LtCmdr. Julia Koepke.  ::moments later, she disappears::

XO_Loren says:
<Derrick> All: I write news stories, features.

CNS_Cook says:
CSO:  Thanks, oh ya Derrick you have any buttons on your ship that need pushing I am really good at blowing things up.

CSO_Vortak says:
::takes it from him::  Derrick: What is it?

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: I should hope not! ::notes she raised her voice and looks apologetic::

CEO_Taylor says:
CNS: ::whispers:: Sorry about that...

TO_KTral says:
::Whispers to CO:: CO: I wonder how many trips were taken into the nebula? And I wonder what he saw?

Pez says:
VADM: Well, that's what I had for sale, and they did want them. How many luxury items can you get when you're stuck in the middle of a nebula?

XO_Loren says:
<Derrick> CSO: You will see.  :: big smile::

CNS_Cook says:
~~~~CEO:  Sure you are~~~~

Host VAmd_Svat says:
Pez: You have been under surveillance for quite some time.

CSO_Vortak says:
Derrick: Should I open it now? ::loves surprises::

CMO_OMallory says:
::as he walks out of the bar, he can only think::  Self: It just isn't the same without the real Julia.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::finds herself strumming her fingers on the edge of her chair, looking at Pez::

XO_Loren says:
<Derrick> All: I don't want to take up these gentlemen's time, but maybe they would like to see it, too, dear.

CSO_Vortak says:
::carefully opens package, driving those around her to insanity with the slowness of it::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::gives TO a meaningful look::

EO_MacLeod says:
::watches and wonders when he's going to eat, after all, he's hungry, a few hours he doesn't eat.::

Pez says:
::sits very straight:: VADM: Well, had I known...

CNS_Cook says:
::almost grabs it and opens it him self and then smiles::

CMO_OMallory says:
::he continues to walk the rocky road of Shannon::

CSO_Vortak says:
::opens and sees it is a lovely, delicate emerald ring::  Derrick: It's beautiful!

Host CO_Spencer says:
::had he known he would have hightailed his sorry fanny back to the hole he crawled out of she thought::

CEO_Taylor says:
~~~CNS: At least, you showed your effectiveness at pushing Federation buttons as OPS...~~~

CNS_Cook says:
Outloud: Wow!

XO_Loren says:
::Derrick beams at CSO::

CSO_Vortak says:
::gives him another hug, beaming as well::

CIV_Ian says:
::after about 15 minutes of meaningless chatter, the brunette gets up and leaves.  Ian sits for a while longer, drinking a cup of Irish Coffee while Tesla munches a few celery sticks::

CNS_Cook says:
~~~~CEO: I didn’t attend the Academy for nothing~~~~

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Looks down at PADD:: Pez: You have been buying weapons all over the quadrant.

CMO_OMallory says:
::as the sun begins to set over the hills of Shannon, he realizes how much he still misses Julia::

XO_Loren says:
::Derrick whispers, "My darling wife, I love you." softly so no one else can hear.::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Waves hand at Pez:: Pez: Yes I know...all legally.

CEO_Taylor says:
::stands back to give the couple a little space and drags MacLeod with him::

CSO_Vortak says:
XO: So when is the ski trip planned?

Pez says:
VADM: Can't blame me for doing business... ::quiets down before getting all flustered up::

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: When are we going to eat?

EO_MacLeod says:
::walks behind::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat; and selling them as well? Legally?

XO_Loren says:
CSO: Perhaps as soon as Mauro gets something to eat

CMO_OMallory says:
::he stops off the road a bit and sits in the field to watch the sunset::

CNS_Cook says:
EO:  Eat you mean they feed you and I thought no one of the bridge ever ate. ::smiles::

Pez says:
CO: Hey! All my business is legal, why do you think all I have is just a few boxes of onions and garlic?

CSO_Vortak says:
::watches the CEO and EO take off:: XO: They must be a little skittish.

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: After skiing, I like to ski on an empty stomach, gives me a reason to go down the hill faster... ::smiles::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: As a cover.. maybe? ::looks at him and smiles::


Host VAmd_Svat says:
Pez: This...::taps PADD:: information you provided...well that goes a ways to keep you out of the brig.

XO_Loren says:
::calls to EO and CEO: Do you want to go skiing with us or would you like to eat first?

CIV_Ian says:
;;after insuring that no-one followed the woman or seems to have paid particular attention to the "chance" meeting, Ian heads back to the Gryphon::

TO_KTral says:
CO: Couldn't we use him to trap the pirates?

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Fine...  That's love, isn't it? ::talking about CSO and Derrick::

CNS_Cook says:
XO:  We could just get some food and take with us.

Pez says:
::swallows... better said, gulps::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
Pez: Mr. Pez, you may consider yourself apologized to.

CMO_OMallory says:
::slowly, the sun sets over the hills with an orange/golden color::

XO_Loren says:
EO: Would the Counselor's suggestion be all right with you?

CEO_Taylor says:
::goes to Loren: :XO: I'm ready when you are...

EO_MacLeod says:
XO: Sir, I'm just like a leaf...  where the wind goes.....

Host VAmd_Svat says:
Pez: If there is nothing else?

Pez says:
VADM: I guess so.

CSO_Vortak says:
All: I have the holoprogram right here, so we can go anytime.

CMO_OMallory says:
Self: Even computer generated, still beautiful...

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Smiles at Pez:: Pez: Then please enjoy our Starbase.

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: The idea is to give them a private time, but it looks that Loren and Cook don't agree...

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks at TO:: TO: I will bring it up..


XO_Loren says:
CSO: I believe there is a take-out food place on the way to the holosuite.

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Points to the door::

TO_KTral says:
::thanks the CO::

EO_MacLeod says:
::thinks about CNS idea:: XO,CNS: That will be very good!

Pez says:
::stands:: VADM: I know when I'm kicked out when I'm being kicked out... But it was a pleasure meeting you Jane. ::smiles at her:: Perhaps you can join me for dinner sometime...

Pez says:
::nods at CO and TO and leaves the Admiral's office::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::tries to hide her cringe thinking of Pez and Svat together::

CMO_OMallory says:
::with sun set, he gets up and heads back up the road to 'Malley'::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Narrows her eyes and stares at Pez::

CSO_Vortak says:
CEO: We will have plenty of time, don't worry.  Since things have cooled down a little, they are giving him some time away.

CNS_Cook says:
~~~~CEO:  There will be trees they can hide behind for their private moments~~~

CIV_Ian says:
@::aboard the Gryphon, Ian heads to his quarters, Tesla in tow::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods at Pez: Pez: Until next time ::smiles::

Pez says:
::waves before the door closes after he exits::

XO_Loren says:
All: Shall we do that, then?

CSO_Vortak says:
~~~ CNS: I heard that.~~~

Host VAmd_Svat says:
CO: Now...

CEO_Taylor says:
~~~CSO: Glad to hear it~~~ ::smiles::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::sits at attention in her chair:: Svat: Yes .. sir?


CSO_Vortak says:
XO: Sounds like a plan to me.

XO_Loren says:
::begins to walk toward take-out food place::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
CO: Before you start...I can appreciate the difficulty in handling him.

CNS_Cook says:
~~~~CSO: Hear what?~~~~ ::turns read::~~~~

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::looks at the large Klingon TO:

Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods at Svat, but keeps quiet::

EO_MacLeod says:
All: I don't want to be a hungry monster, but I'm starving... ::smiles::

XO_Loren says:
<Derrick>CSO: Darling, I can tell you are doing that telepathic communication.  Anything I should know about?

TO_KTral says:
::Sits at attention::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
TO: Might I suggest Mr. K'Tral you restrain your dislike for Ferengi.

CNS_Cook says:
CSO:  He may not be telepathic but he sure knows you.

EO_MacLeod says:
::notices the telepathic communication, but remains quiet::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Raises brow, waiting::

CSO_Vortak says:
Derrick: Nothing that you won't be able to think of on your own.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks sideways at TO… Hoping him to say yes::

TO_KTral says:
VAMD: Yes sir.

CSO_Vortak says:
All: Well, let's go eat then.

CMO_OMallory says:
::he enters the bar and sits on the nearest bar stool::

XO_Loren says:
::follows the group, very quietly::

CEO_Taylor says:
Self: alright, we'll eat a little then...

EO_MacLeod says:
::follows::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: I will keep my crew out of trouble from here on out.. sir.

CNS_Cook says:
::follows the group::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::looks around for somewhere to eat::

CEO_Taylor says:
::goes next to Loren:: XO: So, how are things Commander?

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Looks from TO to CO and nods::

CMO_OMallory says:
Computer: Show me LtCmdr. Serena Sheridan.  ::sees Serena appear at the bar with him::

CSO_Vortak says:
::Enters the cafe with everyone::

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Sir, you can eat later.  Why don't you take some food with you, like CNS said?

TO_KTral says:
VAMD: I will try to control myself better. Unless the ship is in a life and death struggle.

CMO_OMallory says:
Serena: Nice to see you again...

CIV_Ian says:
@::Ian produces an isolinear chip that he did not have when he entered the bar and slots it into a tricorder-like device that he pulls out of storage... the device beeps and scans him before uploading the contents of the chip to its display::

CMO_OMallory says:
Serena: Like a drink?

Serena says:
CMO: Well hello there Doc. ::smiles::

XO_Loren says:
CEO: The supplies have all been sent to the ship.  R & R rotations are proceeding nicely.

CNS_Cook says:
::decides to talk to MacLeod he is being quite:: EO:  So how are things going on your side of the ship

Host VAmd_Svat says:
TO: A Klingon answer...but acceptable.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::thinks how hard it must be to be a Klingon and have to contain ones self::

CSO_Vortak says:
All: So shall we sit?

CMO_OMallory says:
::looks a bit down still::

EO_MacLeod says:
::enters and immediately sits::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::sighs of relief::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
TO: You're dismissed. Enjoy your leave.

Serena says:
CMO: Thank you Sean, you remember my favorite?

CEO_Taylor says:
XO: I meant about you personally, we are off duty...

XO_Loren says:
::sits::

Pez says:
::finally arrives to the promenade and enters the bar, simply to see how others are doing business, and in the hopes to sell some priceless goodies::

EO_MacLeod says:
CNS:: Pretty good.  The repairs are doing okay, on schedule.

CSO_Vortak says:
::sits::

CNS_Cook says:
::takes a seat :: CSO:  Yes thank you

Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods at TO:: TO: Thank you Mr. K'Tral.

CMO_OMallory says:
Serena: Sure do.. ::gets her favorite drink and hands it to her::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::enters food place and sees other crew members::

XO_Loren says:
CEO: Fine, and you, Michael?

CSO_Vortak says:
<Waitress with blue skin and green eyes comes to take their order>

CTO_Ultsim says:
All:  Hey everybody.

Serena says:
CMO: Thank you Doc. ::sips her white wine::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Watches the Ens. leave::


TO_KTral says:
::gets up and leaves VAMD office::

XO_Loren says:
CTO: We would like to have you join us.

CNS_Cook says:
EO:  Do you think you could knock out a few walls and make my office a little bit bigger?  I am sure who ever is on the other side will not mind.

CSO_Vortak says:
::sees Ultsim:: CTO: Join us.

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Turns back to August::

CTO_Ultsim says:
CSO/XO: Why thank you.

CEO_Taylor says:
XO: Well, I had the flu, but fortunately, Valerie gave me a remedy...

Serena says:
::looks around the room:: CMO: Nice place.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::sits back in her chair, maybe to soon::

CMO_OMallory says:
Serena: Although your not really here, still nice to see a familiar face.  ::smiles a bit::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
CO: Well, still making friends I see. ::Grins::

XO_Loren says:
CEO: Good. Perhaps she should join our medical department.

TO_KTral says:
::heads for officers lounge::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::grins back:: Svat: Yes, sorry.

CMO_OMallory says:
Serena: Yeah, a bar from home...good place to relax and have a few…

Serena says:
CMO: Sean, I am just as real as you need me to be. ::smiles sweetly::

CSO_Vortak says:
CTO:  Meet Derrick, my husband.

XO_Loren says:
CTO: We are getting something to eat and then will go skiing.

CMO_OMallory says:
Serena: Thanks...all well on the Q?

CSO_Vortak says:
<::Waitress waits for all to order::>

CNS_Cook says:
::looks at the waitress who looks like she is really board::

EO_MacLeod says:
::listens CNS idea:: CNS: Sure.  Do you really think so?  I heard your office is the best of our ship?

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: Is Mr. Pez, dealing in any stolen merchandise?

CEO_Taylor says:
XO: Believe me, she makes a much better engineer. ::laughs::

XO_Loren says:
<Derrick> CTO: Glad to meet you.

Pez says:
::finds the owner and starts offering ways to improve business... which will obviously end up by suggesting to serve waffles with liquid onions and garlic juice::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::looks at Derrick and shakes his hand::  Derrick:  Pleased to meet you.

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Laughs:: CO: No need August...that,..that…Ferengi could get under anyone's skin.

CIV_Ian says:
@::as Ian scans the display, his eyebrow rises indicating surprise....   after finishing going over the contents, Ian walks over to the sink.  He presses a control on the device and the chip is ejected into the sink...  Ian runs some water into the sink and the chip dissolves, leaving no trace behind::

Serena says:
CMO: Well Sean, I'm not on the Q anymore..check the records..

Host VAmd_Svat says:
CO: Of course he is. ::laughs::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: Well I did.. ::pauses:: Threaten to gag him. ::laughs::

XO_Loren says:
::orders his food::

CTO_Ultsim says:
XO:  Never been skiing before.

CSO_Vortak says:
::orders food and a rachtajino::

CNS_Cook says:
EO:  My office the best, have you seen the Captain’s ready room?   I want one of those disappearing fish tanks.

CMO_OMallory says:
Serena: Oh yea...congrats.  Hope the Geneva works out for you...

XO_Loren says:
<Derrick> CTO: It's easy. Just follow my lead, right, Q'eranna.?

TO_KTral says:
::arrives at lounge and orders blood wine::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: Good to see you again Jane, although lately it seems only when we are in trouble..  ::smiles::

CEO_Taylor says:
::orders a light meal::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Taps the PADD:: CO: However, he did provide us some vital information...

EO_MacLeod says:
::notices the waitress and waits somebody else to ask something::

CSO_Vortak says:
Derrick, CTO: Don't take pointers from him.  You'd be better off with the Commander.

Serena says:
CMO: I'm sure it will Sean. Heard from Julia lately?

Serena says:
::sips her wine::

CNS_Cook says:
XO:  Oh yes that reminds me, I have never skied before either will there be a doctor waiting?

TO_KTral says:
XO: That is correct.

CSO_Vortak says:
::raises eyebrow at Derrick::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
August: I know, too much running around for me I'm afraid.

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: I am sure.. Onions and Garlic.. what will they think of next?

CTO_Ultsim says:
CSO: I’ve been water skiing once, but that didn't go to well...

CIV_Ian says:
@Tesla: Well, shall we go back to the SB and have some R &R?  ::Tesla indicates that having some fun might be something worth doing::

CSO_Vortak says:
CNS: Luckily, Loren is a doctor.  Just as long as he doesn't get hurt, you will be fine.

EO_MacLeod says:
::laughs:: CNS: Yes, I have.  That's fantastic.  Look, I'll see what I can do.  You know the repairs have primary order...

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Reaches down to the bottom drawer:: CO: Something to drink?

CMO_OMallory says:
Serena: A few weeks ago...sounds like things are well on the Q.  I still miss her around though, as well as you.  A true friend...

TO_KTral says:
::grabs blood wine and heads for XO::

XO_Loren says:
::Derrick laughs::

CSO_Vortak says:
CTO:  Well, instead of hitting the water, it will be a tree.  But don't worry all of the safeties will be on.

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: You need to relax.. I still have Jensen.. I could get him over here to give you one of his famous massages.. ::smiles::  Oh yes.. I would love one.

CNS_Cook says:
CSO:  Well yes I know that but is he bringing a med kit ::smiles:: and didn’t he get hurt him self last time?

XO_Loren says:
TO: How did your interview go?

CTO_Ultsim says:
CSO:  Yes, so it will only be simulated pain...::smiles::

CSO_Vortak says:
CNS: Well, not on purpose.

Serena says:
CMO: I know she misses you too Doc...I have missed a bit of the Irish too. ::smiles::

CTO_Ultsim says:
TO:  Hey, K'tral!  How’s our friend?

CMO_OMallory says:
Serena: Care to see more of my homeland?

CSO_Vortak says:
TO: K'tral.  Meet my husband Derrick.  Tell us how the meeting went.

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Brings out the bottle of Irish whiskey and two glasses::

XO_Loren says:
::Derrick takes Q'errana's hand and holds it::

Serena says:
CMO: Why I'd love to Doc....

EO_MacLeod says:
::orders some meal::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: Oh a new brand.. get it from a Ferengi? ::laughs::

CNS_Cook says:
XO:  Loren just do me one favor don’t run into me I can fall on my own, EO: I was just joking my office is fine, I really don’t think anyone is going to give up some of their space for me.

CTO_Ultsim says:
::waiter asks him for his order::  Waiter:  Surprise me.

TO_KTral says:
XO: The interview went quite well. I can say that Pez's true face came out.

CMO_OMallory says:
::takes his drink with Serena and heads out of the bar, dusk has set in::

CIV_Ian says:
:;Tesla and Ian are back on the SB::

XO_Loren says:
<Derrick> TO: I understand you just had a rough meeting?

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Pours, hands August a glass:: CO: Hardly.  Had it shipped in.

CTO_Ultsim says:
TO:  Did you find out what was in the containers?

Serena says:
::follows Sean closely::

TO_KTral says:
::takes a sip of blood wine::

XO_Loren says:
TO: Good. Glad to hear it. So all is well?

CSO_Vortak says:
::Waitress says to CTO:: You asked for it.::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
CO: Toast.. ::raises glass::

CNS_Cook says:
All:  Well what should I order?

EO_MacLeod says:
::smiles to CNS:: CNS: I knew that...  but anything you need, count on me!

CEO_Taylor says:
::Is lost in old memories, thinking about the past::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::I should know better::

CMO_OMallory says:
::begins to walk the stony road, walking at a slow pace::

Pez says:
::convinces the bar owner that his business will increase by offering that kind of dish, and seals the deal::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: Good.. ::takes a glass::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
CO: Fair winds, safe harbors and good hunting.

TO_KTral says:
CTO: A very valuable substance, onions and garlic.

CNS_Cook says:
EO:  Well I could use some oh wait never mind that is illegal.

Serena says:
<w>CMO: Is this where you come from Sean?

CSO_Vortak says:
<Waitress brings back food of those who ordered>

CMO_OMallory says:
Serena: Thanks for being here.  I needed someone to talk to..

EO_MacLeod says:
::remembers to check with Kint about the repairs status::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Takes a healthy swallow and sets glass down::

CIV_Ian says:
*XO* I have concluded my meeting....  if you wish, Tesla and I can join you.  Where are you at?

CMO_OMallory says:
Serena: Yes, my home is down the road about 2 miles...

Serena says:
CMO: I told you I would always be here for you Doc...

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: Cheers. ::motions for a toast and takes a drink and coughs:: Svat: Smooth.

EO_MacLeod says:
::hits comm badge:: COMM: Gryphon: Kint: Report.

Host VAmd_Svat says:
Spencer: Speaking of hunting...

CSO_Vortak says:
EO:  We are on R & R, Ensign.  Relax.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks at her:: Svat: Yes Jane..

CNS_Cook says:
EO: You are suppose to be having fun.

CMO_OMallory says:
Serena: I like to come here when I need to relax or think.

EO_MacLeod says:
CNS: What?

Serena says:
::stumbles on a cobblestone:: Self: Oops!


Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Nudges  the PADD with a finger towards August::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::takes the Padd and picks it up::

CSO_Vortak says:
::starts to eat her food, realizes she's been famished::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
CO: Pez really did help confirm some of our Intel.

CMO_OMallory says:
::grabs her hand::  Serena: Be careful, not the smoothest road.  ::smiles::

EO_MacLeod says:
CSO: Yes, I know...  but I just like to be informed all the time...  ::smiles::

XO_Loren says:
::eats::

CEO_Taylor says:
@<Kint>COM: SB: EO: Repairs are under way, the SB crew is unorganized and inefficient, but I am straightening them out now...

Serena says:
::feels totally embarrassed:: CMO: Errrr, thanks Sean.

TO_KTral says:
XO: What is there to do on this SB?

CSO_Vortak says:
EO: They will let you know if there is a problem.

Pez says:
::counts the bars of latinum contented... finally some profit!! Those Orions were not worth the trouble::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: And is the base in the Owlston Nebula?

XO_Loren says:
TO: We are going to go skiing. Would you care to join us?

Host VAmd_Svat says:
CO: You'll be leading a task force to those coordinates and we'll see if we can stop these pirates.

Serena says:
CMO: Sean this is a beautiful place..

CNS_Cook says:
::orders something with chocolate in it::

CSO_Vortak says:
~~~XO: That meeting must be top secret~~~

CIV_Ian says:
::walks along the main promenade of the SB while waiting for the XO to respond, doing a little window shopping::

CEO_Taylor says:
::comes back from his day dream when he hears Kint's voice::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
CO: Yes, in the nebula.

TO_KTral says:
XO: Why not?

EO_MacLeod says:
COMM: Gryphon: Kint: Good to know.  Proceed.

XO_Loren says:
TO: Counselor Cook wants to attend a seminar.  I am sure there are other seminars, if you would like to see about that later.

Serena says:
::stops and picks a wild flower::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::reads the padd as she sips her drink:: Svat: Glad to help out.. a real hunt.. ::smiles::

CMO_OMallory says:
::continues there stroll::  Serena: Thanks...it was a good place to grow up in.

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: What's wrong?

Host VAmd_Svat says:
CO: I know we don't get to visit often...however I really must let you go, have to move on myself.

CSO_Vortak says:
::drinks down her rachtajino::

Serena says:
::sniffs the flower and sighs:: CMO: Smell this, it's divine.

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Just getting back in the vastness of my memory...

TO_KTral says:
XO: I will try this thing called skiing and if it falls through I will track down some info on TAC.

CMO_OMallory says:
Serena: Beautiful flowers, eh? ::smells::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
CO: Have another ceremony to attend and must be on my way.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::stands:: Svat: There will always be a next time Jane. Take care of yourself.

XO_Loren says:
~~~~CSO~~~ Yes, it certainly must. But, apparently, it went well.

CNS_Cook says:
::finishes the dish and is quite content with the taste::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::finishes his meal (a Cardassian dish)::

EO_MacLeod says:
::laughs:: 

Host CO_Spencer says:
::holds out her hand for a shake as she puts down her glass::

CSO_Vortak says:
All: Well, I don't know about you all, but I am definitely ready for some skiing.  If you got enough food, Mr. Ultsim?

XO_Loren says:
*CIV* Yes, by all means, please join us. Sorry to take so long answering you.

Serena says:
::tickles Sean's nose with the petals::

CNS_Cook says:
::looks up at the XO and CSO and wondering what they are saying to each other::

Host VAmd_Svat says:
::Stands and puts hand on August's shoulder:: CO: Take care August.

TO_KTral says:
::finishes off his blood wine::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Svat: You too.. ::moves out of her office::

CEO_Taylor says:
CSO: I'm more than ready...

CMO_OMallory says:
Serena: Now...stop that.  ::laughs a little::

CTO_Ultsim says:
CSO:  Please!  Not so formal!

XO_Loren says:
All: Is everyone getting enough to eat?

CIV_Ian says:
*XO* No problem, CDR... I will be along shortly.

Serena says:
CMO: So Doc, anything on your mind that I can help with?

Host CO_Spencer says:
*XO* Loren have all senior Officers report to the Observation Lounge.

CSO_Vortak says:
All: And just when we were beginning to have some fun.

XO_Loren says:
All: So much for the skiing. Sorry.  We have to report.

CNS_Cook says:
All:  Well I guess that takes care of skiing. ::gets ready to stand::

EO_MacLeod says:
All: You know, I have never been skiing....

XO_Loren says:
*CO* Aye, Captain.  Did the meeting go well?

CSO_Vortak says:
All: At least we got to eat.

CEO_Taylor says:
::hears CO:: ALL: I knew that the skiing trip wasn't gonna happen, I had a feeling....

Host CO_Spencer says:
::moves quickly back to the ship, so much for R&R::

CMO_OMallory says:
Serena: Not too much really, just a bit lonely and needed a friend to talk to...

CSO_Vortak says:
All: We can go later, we'll make a date.

CIV_Ian says:
::meets up with the XO::

CTO_Ultsim says:
All:  Oh well.  Another time, perhaps.

XO_Loren says:
<Derrick> CSO: You don't have to leave, dear?

TO_KTral says:
:: heads off to learn some more about TAC and station security::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::gets up::

Host CO_Spencer says:
*XO* Yes Loren.. we have new orders.

Serena says:
CMO: Sean, you can depend on me, you know that. We have shared many happy times together.

CMO_OMallory says:
Serena: You were the best MO I have ever had so far...

XO_Loren says:
CIV: Unfortunately, we have been ordered back to the ship.

CSO_Vortak says:
Derrick: yes, but I'll meet you in our quarters later.  Xena will be happy to see you.

CNS_Cook says:
XO:  Should we transport back to save time?

XO_Loren says:
*CO* Acknowledged, Captain. We will be there shortly.


CEO_Taylor says:
All: Let's go people... duty calls...

Host Tim says:
ACTION: ALL Senior staff are in Observation Lounge

Host CO_Spencer says:
::stands in the Observation Lounge awaiting the rest of the crew::

CIV_Ian says:
XO: Hmmmm.. R & R over already?  So be it, then.

Serena says:
::giggles:: CMO: Why thank you Doc...

CIV_Ian says:
::in Obs lounge::

CSO_Vortak says:
::enters observation lounge::

CEO_Taylor says:
::waiting::

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Thank you Loren.. that was quick. ::turns to all of them:: All: Attention.

EO_MacLeod says:
::in Obs lounge::

XO_Loren says:
::comes to attention::

CSO_Vortak says:
::stands at attention::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::at attention::

CEO_Taylor says:
::listens::

CNS_Cook says:
::stands::

EO_MacLeod says:
::stands at attention::

Host CO_Spencer says:
All: Before I give out our new assignment.. there is a little matter of something that needs to be taken care of.. ::looks stern:: CTO: Front and center.

TO_KTral says:
::heads to the observation lounge::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::heart skips a beat, steps forward::

CEO_Taylor says:
::knows what's going on and smiles::

TO_KTral says:
::enters observation lounge::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: Your handling of tactical has gotten us in and out of some different situations.. for instance the firing upon Pez...

CTO_Ultsim says:
::hopes there’re no crumbs on his uniform::

CMO_OMallory says:
::stands an observes::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: DO you have a comment.. on this situation.. one that you can share?

CEO_Taylor says:
::Is not so sure anymore::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::feels sheepish:: CO:  well, ma'am, alls I know is that I didn't mean to fire on that ship.

XO_Loren says:
~~~~CEO: He is being promoted. ~~~

Host CO_Spencer says:
::grins at him:: CTO: I do have something to say.... ::leans over and whispers:: CTO: To bad.. You could have had better aim. ::laughs::

EO_MacLeod says:
::doesn't know what's happening::

CEO_Taylor says:
~~~XO: I know... I remember the routine...~~~ ::smiles::

CEO_Taylor says:
::laughs::

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO:  We still had phasers.

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: It is with pleasure to place this on your collar.  ::puts on his new pips::

XO_Loren says:
::looks at CEO, the best engineer in the fleet, remembering with him::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::holds out her hand for a shake:: CTO Good job... and keep it up.

CSO_Vortak says:
::looks proudly at CTO::

CMO_OMallory says:
::begins to clap::

CEO_Taylor says:
::claps:: CTO: I was wondering how much time it would take!

CSO_Vortak says:
CTO:  Congratulations.  ::claps::

XO_Loren says:
CTO: Congratulations, Lt. Ultsim.

CTO_Ultsim says:
::shakes CO's hand:: CO:  Thank you ma'am.

CNS_Cook says:
CTO: Congrats.

CMO_OMallory says:
CTO: Congrats old boy...

EO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Congratulations, Sir!

CTO_Ultsim says:
All: Thank you, everyone.

TO_KTral says:
CTO: Way to go.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::smiles:: ALL: We have new orders.. I will get a brief out.. ASAP.. lets just say.. we will need the CEO figuring out how to get us back in that Nebula. ::grins::

CEO_Taylor says:
::smiles knowing exactly what to do::

Host Tim says:
<<<End Mission>>>
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